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Here Comes the Earnings Boom
“Our confidence in the economic
recovery continues to grow, bolstered by
vaccine distribution and fiscal and
monetary stimulus.”

Bureau of Economic Analysis GDP
data). Strong manufacturing surveys
signaled better earnings ahead.
Analysts’ earnings estimates rose
- Jeffrey Buchbinder, CFA
during the quarter, as companies
Equity Strategist, LPL Financial
issuing
fourth-quarter
guidance
mostly
raised
expectations.
Fourth-quarter earnings season is in the
home stretch, and it’s been a good one. Now that all the numbers are pretty
After raising our 2021 earnings forecast much in the books (93% of S&P 500
for the S&P 500 Index in our Weekly companies have reported results), it’s
Market Commentary on February 8, our clear that optimism was warranted as
upgraded forecast may now be too low, earnings impressively grew during
based on what we have learned from the quarter.
corporate America during the three
weeks since. In this commentary, we In our earnings preview on January
recap earnings season and share our 19, 2021, we wrote:
latest thoughts on just how strong the
earnings rebound could be in 2021 and “Consider that the bar has been
raised substantially over the past two
beyond.
quarters, making it tougher to clear.
Outstanding Numbers in the That probably takes positive earnings
growth off the table, but a low-to-mid
Fourth Quarter
single-digit decline in earnings would
Coming into fourth-quarter earnings
be a positive outcome, especially if
season, investors had plenty of reasons
forward estimates hold up as fresh
to expect that companies would deliver
guidance is provided.”
better-than-expected results. The US
economy grew at a solid 4% annualized After the bar had been raised, with
pace in the fourth quarter (source: the prior two quarters following
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similarly strong results compared to
expectations, it made a lot of sense
to expect more limited upside as
estimates catch up to reality. But it
turned out another quarter of huge
upside—and earnings growth—was
in the cards as corporate America
again blew by expectations. S&P
500 companies delivered more
earnings during the still-pandemic
plagued Q4 2020 than in (prepandemic) Q4 2019.
Here are the impressive numbers:
• Fourth-quarter earnings growth
for the S&P 500 is tracking to
3.5%, more than 12 percentage
points above the consensus
estimate at quarter-end
(December 31, 2020).
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•

A near-record 79% of S&P 500
companies have exceeded
earnings estimates, above the five
-year average of 74%.
• Five sectors grew their earnings
by double-digits: communication
services, financials, healthcare,
materials, and information
technology.
• Sales for S&P 500 companies in
aggregate impressively rose more
than 3% year over year.
• During earnings season, the
consensus earnings estimate for
the next 12 months rose 4%,
compared with the average 2-3%
reduction historically.
All earnings data is sourced from
FactSet
These results were particularly
impressive given the wave of COVID
-19 that brought some new targeted
restrictions late last year.

Bar Raised Again

So, not only did corporate America
deliver big upside to estimates—but
their outlooks for 2021 were positive
enough to drive a sizable increase in
estimates. Since the start of fourth
quarter 2020 on October 1, 2020,
estimates for 2020 and 2021 have
increased significantly.

plan.
Our 2022 forecast for S&P 500
earnings of $195 per share (raised
from $190 on February 8) may be
tougher to achieve because it does not
include higher corporate taxes—
which we see as likely next year (the
consensus estimate stands at $200 per
share). With stock valuations
elevated, and corporate America not
firing on all cylinders for a good
chunk of 2021, earnings in 2022 take
on greater importance.
We expect stocks to deliver these
strong earnings over the next 22
months and grow into their
valuations, but it won’t be easy.
Profits could potentially get a boost if
wage increases are contained as the
labor market tightens. Help could also
come from a weaker US dollar
(which boosts non-US profits through
currency translation), stronger-thanexpected international demand, and a
possible reduction in tariffs.

Reiterating Positive Stock
Market Outlook

Our confidence in the economic
recovery continues to grow, bolstered
by vaccine distribution, and fiscal and
monetary stimulus. We anticipate a
strong earnings rebound will enable
stocks to grow into their elevated
These increases in estimates may be a valuations, even if interest rates move
sign of better earnings ahead. The a bit higher from here. Markets may
economic recovery has continued to still be underestimating the potential
surpass expectations, based on solidly for pent-up demand to drive a sharp
positive economic surprise indexes rebound in activity during the spring
and our own expectations. More and summer as the economy fully
stimulus—a lot more—is likely reopens.
coming soon, which could drive US
GDP growth above our forecast of COVID-19 still presents lingering
5—5.5%. All of this suggests that our near-term risk. Additional sharp and
estimate for S&P 500 earnings this swift moves higher in interest rates
year of $170 per share could end up could potentially cause valuations to
being
conservative
(analysts’ contract meaningfully, though we see
consensus estimate is up to $174).
that as unlikely. So while a pickup in
volatility would be normal at this
We see two risks to 2021 earnings. stage of a strong bull market, we
First, earnings tend to fall short of the think suitable investors may want to
consensus estimate in most years, consider buying this dip.
though this year may be different
given the unique circumstances. We continue to recommend an
Second, COVID-19 still carries risks. overweight
to
equities
and
We’d like to see further progress underweight to fixed income relative
toward ending the pandemic first, but to investors’ targets, as appropriate.
we see upside if all goes according to We reiterate our S&P 500 Index fair

value target range of 4,050–4,100 at
year-end 2021, based on a price-toearnings (PE) multiple near 21 and
our 2022 earnings forecast of $195.

Investing Reminders
from Dave & Jerry:
1. Market volatility is an
inevitable part of investing
2. Markets Trend Upward
3. Understand your strategy
4. Review your needs and
goals
5. Stick to your strategy
6. Staying invested makes a
difference

Are Your Old IRAs
Gathering Dust?
Call Us for a Complementary IRA
review.

Consolidate & Optimize!
Call Dave at
866-535-6041 x 702

Or email:
david.mattos@lpl.com
To schedule your review
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